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AN INSPIRED 
LIFE MADE 
COMFORTABLE
The TransformaTive feeling of a new direcTion 
beckons for beauTiful and purposeful furniTure. 
This year, our 2019 collecTion feaTures cool, 
resplendenT designs balanced by warm and 
inviTing finishes. Tables ThaT defy archiTecTural 
expecTaTions. seaTings ThaT embrace varied 
archiTecTural forms wiThouT sacrificing comforT. 

see how the home, inspired by the concept of simple furnishing, contributes 

to create, define and modulate it. inspired by scenarios, where everything 

changes. expressing the relationships with volumes, light, nature, within the 

home and the rhythms of life. where colour schemes, materials and design 

are part of beautiful adventure, expressing themselves, every time, through a 

living vision with a highly specific identity.

enjoy our latest inspiring foray ...intelligently crafted furniture with equal 

measures of luxury and functionality; formal and qualitative features measured 

by every detail; soft natural surfaces that evoke a crucial response.

it is a life made comfortable and is the very essence of all that is korson.  

our 2019 collection exudes this inspiringly comfortable atmosphere, in places 

where you unwind, relax or eat. our mission also includes a constant focus 

on quality, technologies and comfort in both products and life in order to 

ensure that our furniture is made with the greatest care for the environment 

and the well being of people. enjoy.
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learn from yesTerday, live in The momenT, look To Tomorrow, relax! 
puT your feeT up in The afTernoon and exhuberanTly, wiThouT fear 
enjoy a newer, richer experience of comforT. iT’s whaT we do besT
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MODERN
TRANSITIONAL+
TRADITIONAL
LOuNgE ChAIRS
reinTerpreTed classics ThaT become pieces of 
The design genre, able To saTisfy your desire 
for comforT and a love of clean, modern lines. 
lounge chairs, armchairs, wing chairs wiTh 
sTrucTures ThaT creaTe sTrong visual impacTs. 
geomeTric elegance ThaT boldly idenTify The 
room and become everyday objecTs and places 
from a new perspecTive.
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re-defining The eleganT home Through 
a delicaTe balance of mixing updaTed 
design elemenTs wiTh clean and classic 
silhoueTTes. warm sTyles meeTs a 
luxurious maTerial mix, re-capTuring 
The arT of comforTable living.
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locklear
 lounge chairs

create a personal oasis of comfort with this extravagant lounge chair enhanced 

by sophisticated retro aesthetics. Quirky and hip, this low-back lounge chair is 

made with a soft rich upholstery, and begs you to get lost in its warmth.

overall: 27”w 34”d 32”h. seat: 18”d 17”h. arm: 22”h.

17

34

18/22

32

27

22

overall: 35”w 34”d 32”h. seat: 23”d 20”h. arm: 30”h.  cover: Tweed. colour: pebble. finish: polished stainless steel.

so46113
cover: velour. colour: mustard.  
finish: brass Titanized stainless steel. 

so46108
cover: velour. colour: scarlet.  
finish: brass Titanized stainless steel. 

inaba
club chair    sup1506

This modern club chair is answer to the cozy comfort of the traditional recliner minus 

the frumpy look. as chic as it is comfortable, the upholstered bench frame features a 

stylishly geometric shape that pops out against any modern décor while its polished 

stainless steel frame adds cosmopolitan luster and ensures life-long stability. 

23

32 30

34

20

35
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overall: 31”w 35”d 34”h. seat: 20”d 19”h. arm: 25”h.  cover: Tweed. colour: pebble. finish: polished stainless steel.

so46117
cover: velour. colour: blush.  
finish: brass Titanized stainless steel. 

so46141
cover: velour. colour: indigo.  

finish: brass Titanized stainless steel. 

anderson
lounge chair    sup5596

This modern lounge chair is answer to the cozy comfort of the traditional recliner minus the frumpy 

look. cfs foam cushioning for comfort and a plush seat cushion for extra support. as stylish as it 

is comfortable, it features a stylishly angled shape that pops against any modern décor while the 

polished stainless steel frame adds luster and ensures stability.

19

20

34

3531

25

double corner blocks: glued & screwed high density foam seats
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An eloquent reflection 
of A wish for the 
hArmonious co-existence 
of different styles, 
An essentiAl vAlue to 
defend And to subscribe. 
clAssic, modern, vintAge, 
grAphic or discrete 
...they will AlwAys fit  
in perfectly.
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nolan
club chairs

This modern club chair is answer to the cozy comfort. as chic as it is comfortable, the 

upholstered bench frame features a stylishly geometric shape that pops out against any 

modern décor while its electroplated steel frame adds cosmopolitan luster and ensures life-long 

stability. perfectly scaled, this living room set incorporates the right combination of beauty, 

durability and utility. The curved structure of the framing makes the piece stable and capable of 

being matched with almost any motif or decor. 

overall: 31”w 29”d 29”h. seat: 21”d 19”h. arm: 26”h.

sup171837 
cover: velour. colour: jade  
finish: brass Titanized stainless steel.

sup171842 
cover: velour. colour: mist.  
finish: brass Titanized stainless steel. 

Paulette
club chair    so71359

exceptionally comfortable this modern lounge chair with one-piece seat and 

back rest. sophistication personified – sleek lines, seductively simple. a great 

compliment to any livingroom setting or use in pairs to flank the fireplace.

overall: 31”w 28”d 28”h. seat: 22”d 17”h. arm: 28”h.  cover: velour. colour: ice. finish: brass Titanized stainless steel. 

28

31 28
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2926

31 29
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22
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colette
 club chair    so86017

exceptionally comfortable this modern lounge chair with one-piece seat and 

back rest. sophistication personified – sleek lines, seductively simple. a great 

compliment to any livingroom setting or use in pairs to flank the fireplace.

overall: 31”w 28”d 28”h. seat: 22”d 17”h. arm: 28”h.  cover: velour. colour: blush. finish: brass Titanized stainless steel. 

Double Corner Blocks: Glued & Screwed high density foam seats

burdette
louis xvi bergére    skl11625

fit for royalty, this richly-carved exposed-wood chair is sure to 

bring elegance and prestige to your home. from its intricately 

carved crown to its decorative louis xvi legs, this bergère is 

draped in a rich, traditional style from head to toe.

overall: 30”w 31”d 39”h. seat: 21”d 21”h. arm: 26”h.

3130

21

21

39
26 25

cover: baso. colour: stone.  
finish: antique pewter.

28

31 28

17

22
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ideal for relaxing or enTerTaining in 
chic comforT & sTyle. a marriage of 
vinTage, rusTic and modern. a sTylishly 
sophisTicaTed scheme creaTed by 
playing on The warmTh and TexTures of 
fabrics, sTones, woods and meTals.
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basso
 lounge chairs

overall: 34”w 38”d 42”h. seat: 19”d 20”h. arm: 24”h.  cover: velour. colour: forest. finish: espresso.

sup18739
cover: velour. colour: ocean.  
finish: black powder coated steel. gold Tips.

wegner
lounge chair    so79642

This high tufted back lounge chair features a soft geometric styling that is contemporary in appearance 

and invites comfort - an ideal space for relaxation, concentration, or contemplation. kiln-dried solid 

hardwood frame, corner blocking and wood doweling added for durability. featuring an oversized tiled 

seat, back and arms, enhanced with plush body-cradling curves, and soft, luxurious upholstery.

This mid-century modern-styled lounge chair is characterized by the smooth curve of the chair’s 

arm, which seamlessly combines a strong character with a simple, organic expression. sitting pretty 

atop four black pencil legs, the chair’s soft angular view and defining buttoned back details, makes it 

appears compact, light and spacious.

overall: 30”w 34”d 32”h. seat: 23”d 16”h. arm: 24”h.

sup18732
cover: velour. colour: olive.  
finish: black powder coated steel. gold Tips.

34

23

32
24
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finley
 lounge chair    so83243

sup18745
cover: velour. colour: mink.  
finish: black powder coated steel. gold Tips.

cover: velour. colour: pine.  
finish: black powder coated steel. gold Tips. 

Double Corner Blocks: Glued & Screwed high density foam seats

This modern lounge chair is warm and welcoming ...the answer to the cozy 

comfort. as chic as it is comfortable, the upholstered bench frame features a 

stylishly geometric shape that pops out against any modern décor while its black 

powder coated steel frame ensures life-long stability. perfectly scaled, this living 

room piece incorporates the right combination of beauty, durability and utility.

overall: 29”w 30”d 30”h. seat: 19”d 16”h. arm: 20”h.

overall: 30”w 33”d 37”h. seat: 19”d 20”h. arm: 26”h.  cover: velour. colour: olive. finish: brass Titanized steel.

emerson
 lounge chair    so80440

The 1960s were clean sophisticated, and inclusive. despite the passage of time, retro designs 

have remained a staple in interior architecture. perhaps the most noticeable aspect of the 

emerson lounge chair is its dual-natured look: minimalistic, whimsy and organic.

19

37

30 33
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The life of luxury and an 
inviTaTion To conversaTion. 
a dramaTic seTTing inspired 
by The pasT; a handsome 
gaThering of bold graphic 
sTaTemenTs and behind-The-
scenes movie momenT.
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cyd
 lounge chairs

curvy, chic and ever fashion forward. double corner blocks, pinched back rest and extra padded seat, 

wooden seat shell covered with ergonomic high-density foam for a softer impact. perfectly proportioned 

wood legs. high impact, rock solid design, contract quality. Tasteful, impeccably tailored seat upholstery.

overall: 35”w 34”d 38”h. seat: 23”d 19”h. arm: 24”h.

extremely comfortable and luxurious, uniquely modern and gorgeously enhanced by 

sophisticated retro aesthetics. Quirky, hip, this exaggerated lounge chair has a flared, wide 

back with arms that slope toward the base. Tight seat, high back, sits on tall, tapered legs.

so45140
cover: woolrich. colour: pebble. 
finish: espresso.

so45103
cover: synthetic leather. 

colour: storm. finish: espresso.

carnell
 lounge chair    so216213

 overall: 32”w 37”d 43”h. seat: 22”d 18”h. arm: 24”h.  cover: cross. colour: flax. finish: espresso.

3435

19
24
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43

32

24
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maddox 
 lounge chairs

wide and welcoming, this winged back swivel lounge chair is comfortably chic. it’s oversized tiled 

upholstery detail feels wooly and warm. a new favourite spot to curl up in and relax. it features a 

hardwood frame, corner blocking and wood doweling added for durability. features an oversized tiled 

seat, back and arms, enhanced with plush body-cradling curves, and soft, luxurious upholstery.

This generously proportioned transitional lounge chair offers a high winged-back, cupped to cradle 

your back, while the wide, gently curved seat allows plenty of legroom. Topped by a decadent 

upholstery. meticulously crafted, the thickly padded frame is accented by a loose kidney pillow.

overall: 34”w 37”d 43”h. seat: 19”d 19”h. arm: 24”h.  cover: velour. colour: fawn. finish: espresso.

so86823
cover: velour. colour: Teal.  

finish: polished stainless steel.    

claiborne
 lounge chair    so76669

3734

19

19

43
24

Double Corner Blocks: Glued & Screwed high density foam seats

so81871 
cover: velour. colour: Taro. 

finish: espresso.    

3536

22

40

23 18

3536

23

41

1923
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Double Corner Blocks: Glued & Screwed high density foam seats

This transitional lounge chair offers a simplified modern feel with an appealing nod to the past. kiln dried 

hardwood frame is double-doweled, glued and screwed for enduring wear. generously padded frame 

and deep, high density foam cushion, hand tacked chrome nail heads bring out the best in every line.

claybourne
 lounge chair    so2172

overall: 31”w 36”d 40”h. seat: 22”d 18”h. arm: 24”h.  cover: doni. colour: sandstone. finish: espresso. chrome nail heads.

31 36

18
24

22

40

siegel
tub chair    skl10153

with its smooth, inviting curves and tailored in a soft durable fabric, this tub chair is 

dressed for any occasion. The kiln-dried hardwood frame is artisan crafted using the finest 

techniques and finished with high density foam seat cushions. double corner blocks, glued 

and screwed for durability.

overall: 28”w 28”d 30”h. seat: 21”d 18”h. arm 25”h  cover: synthetic leather. colour: vintage caramel. finish: espresso.

28

25

21

30

28

18

30

malin
 lounge chair    sgy0019

exceptionally comfortable mid-centry modern lounge chair with one-piece seat 

and back rest. sophistication personified – sleek lines, seductively simple. a great 

compliment to any livingroom setting or use in pairs to flank the fireplace.

30

23

22

30

27

17

overall: 27”w 30”d 30”h. seat: 22”d 17”h. arm: 23”h  cover: Tweed. colour: orchid. finish: espresso.
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END+ACCENT,
COFFEE TABLES,
CONSOLE
TABLES+DESkS
a new language of objecTs wiTh shapes ThaT 
offer an original inTerpreTaTion of The need 
for sTyle or comforT. sofT and hard maTerials, 
especially in Their new versions wiTh colours 
ThaT bring immediaTe viTaliTy To The home.
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reynolds
end table    jlh701

with crisp, clean lines and sophisticated, minimalist design, the reynolds end table is 

the epitome of ultra modern style. features an x-shaped shelf base that gives the piece 

its modern edge. a polished stainless finish gives the base a radiant glow while a sleek 

glass top adds elegant contrast to the tough, sturdy frame. 

overall: 24”w 24”d 24”h.    finish: clear Tempered beveled glass, polished stainless steel. 

reynolds
rectangular coffee table 
jlh700

with crisp, clean lines and sophisticated, minimalist design, the reynolds coffee table 

is the epitome of ultra modern style. features an x-shaped shelf base that gives the 

piece its modern edge. a polished stainless finish gives the base a radiant glow while 

a sleek glass top adds elegant contrast to the tough, sturdy frame. 

overall: 48”w 28”d 16”h.    finish: clear Tempered beveled glass, polished stainless steel. 

reynolds
console table    jlh702

with crisp, clean lines and sophisticated, minimalist design, 

the reynolds console table table is the epitome of ultra 

modern style. features an x-shaped shelf base that gives the 

piece its modern edge.

overall: 54”w 19”d 30”h.    finish: clear Tempered beveled glass, polished stainless steel. 

17

24 24

24

1954

30
21

10

2848

16
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faye
Modern coffee table    so1440

inspired by the dynamism of a crystaline element, like the geometries of falling snow flakes. its original look furnishes the 

living area with a touch of essential harmony. The symetrical shape – a synthesis of personality and elegance, perfectly 

matches with the lightness of the glass top. rigour and fluidity is the combination from which arises a table that gets its 

strength from the contrasts: glass and metal, curves and lines, warm and cold materials.

overall: 43”w 43”d 16”h.  finish: clear Tempered glass, brass Titanized stainless steel. 

43

16

43

katie
round glass top end table    sksD808

with crisp, clean lines and sophisticated, minimalist design, the kaTie coffee table is the epitome of ultra modern style. 

features four intersecting legs that gives the piece its modern edge. The brass titanized steel finish gives the base a modern 

feel while a bronze tempered glass top adds an elegant contrast to the tough, sturdy frame.

overall: 22”w 22”d 22”h.  finish: bronze Tempered glass, brass Titanized stainless steel. 

katie
round glass top coffee table    sksD805

with crisp, clean lines and sophisticated, minimalist design, the kaTie coffee table is the epitome of ultra modern style. 

features four intersecting legs that gives the piece its modern edge. The brass titanized steel finish gives the base a modern 

feel while a bronze tempered glass top adds an elegant contrast to the tough, sturdy frame.

overall: 35”w 35”d 18”h.  finish: bronze Tempered glass, brass Titanized stainless steel. 

22 22

22

18

35

35
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darius
cosMopolitan end table    srm002

add a simple, modern look to your indoor living space with this uniquely designed clear 

acrylic end table. The clear color allows for functionality, while not overtaking other 

furnishings. its subtle and elegant aura makes it the perfect choice for any decor style. 

overall: 22”w 22”d 22”h.    finish: clear Tempered glass, polished stainless steel, clear acrylic.

darius
cosMopolitan 
coffee table    srm001

add a simple, modern look to your indoor living space with this uniquely designed clear 

acrylic coffee table. The clear color allows for functionality, while not overtaking other 

furnishings. its subtle and elegant aura makes it the perfect choice for any decor style. 

overall: 48”w 31”d 16”h.    finish: clear Tempered glass, polished stainless steel, clear acrylic.

25

1954

50

30

yves
cosMopolitan console table    sht272

The beauty of the yves table collection is in its transparency and reflective 

surfaces. This table possesses the highest degree of optical clarity thanks 

to the finest quality acrylic. The acrylic will never yellow or become cloudy, 

ensuring the beauty and elegance of your table will never fade. 

overall: 54”w 19”d 30”h.    finish: clear Tempered glass, polished stainless steel, clear acrylic. 

3148

16

2222

22
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yves
cosMopolitan end table    sht274

add a simple, modern look to your indoor living space with this uniquely designed clear 

acrylic end table. The clear color allows for functionality, while not overtaking other 

furnishings. its subtle and elegant aura makes it the perfect choice for any decor style. 

mirrored shelf provides the perfect spot for your books and magazines.

overall: 24”w 24”d 22”h.    finish: clear Tempered glass, polished stainless steel, clear acrylic, mirror. 

yves
cosMopolitan square 
coffee table    sht275

The beauty of the yves table collection is in its transparency and reflective surfaces. 

This table possesses the highest degree of optical clarity thanks to the finest quality 

acrylic. The acrylic will never yellow or become cloudy, ensuring the beauty and 

elegance of your table will never fade. 

overall: 36”w 36”d 16”h.    finish: clear Tempered glass, polished stainless steel, clear acrylic, mirror. 

yves
cosMopolitan rectangular 
coffee table    sht273

add a simple, modern look to your indoor living space with this uniquely designed clear 

acrylic coffee table. The clear color allows for functionality, while not overtaking other 

furnishings. its subtle and elegant aura makes it the perfect choice for any decor style. 

mirrored shelf provides the perfect spot for your books and magazines.

overall: 48”w 28”d 16”h.    finish: clear Tempered glass, polished stainless steel, clear acrylic, mirror. 

24 24

1313 22

36

9

36

16 9

48 28

169 9
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leslie
clear glass top end table    sef4062

bacall
clear glass top end table    sha429

a future classic and object of desire. elements of style and modern tradition combined 

with the highest quality and craftsmanship to create furniture that is truly unique. elegant 

details with a modern flair. despite its simplicity, allows for a personal approach that 

leaves room for a variety of subtlety.

simple shapes and a minimalist metal frame make this piece ideal for a modern interior. aesthetically 

pleasing, this table draws its beauty from its simple forms and geometric lines producing an 

uncomplicated, harmonious architecture.

overall: 19”w 20”d 21”h. finish: 19 mm clear glass, polished stainless steel.

overall: 24”w 24”d 20”h. finish: clear beveled Tempered glass, argenta - powder coated steel, chrome accents.

24

20 24

2019

21

yves
cosMopolitan bar trolley    sht276

built with luminous tempered glass, mirror, highest degree of optical clear acrylic and 

reinforced with gleaming polished stainless steel accents for a brilliant definition. light, airy 

and elegant, small yet mighty with lots of style and features a tubular frame and two stacked 

shelves. caster wheels take the look from bar to kitchen to dining room with ease.

37

34

19

21

overall: 37”w 19”d 34”h.    finish: clear Tempered glass, polished stainless steel, clear acrylic, mirror. features: 4 casters.
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lella
rectangular coffee table 
jlef1173

lella
square coffee table 
jlef1172

a future classic and object of desire. elements of style and modern tradition 

combined with the highest quality and craftsmanship to create furniture that 

is truly unique. elegant details with a modern flair. despite its simplicity, allows 

for a personal approach that leaves room for a variety of subtlety.

a future classic and object of desire. elements of style and modern tradition combined with the highest 

quality and craftsmanship to create furniture that is truly unique. elegant details with a modern flair. 

despite its simplicity, allows for a personal approach that leaves room for a variety of subtlety.

overall: 47”w 28”d 15”h.  finish: clear Tempered glass, polished stainless steel. 

overall: 32”w 32”d 15”h.    finish: clear Tempered glass, polished stainless steel. 

lella
end table    jlef1171

a future classic and object of desire. elements of style and modern tradition combined with the 

highest quality and craftsmanship to create furniture that is truly unique. elegant details with a modern 

flair. despite its simplicity, allows for a personal approach that leaves room for a variety of subtlety.

overall: 20”w 20”d 20”h.    finish: clear Tempered glass, polished stainless steel. 

20 20

20

32 32

15

2847

15
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diamond
coffee table    sef11530

a future classic and object of desire. elements of style and modern tradition combined with the highest 

quality and craftsmanship to create furniture that is truly unique. elegant details with a modern flair. 

despite its simplicity, allows for a personal approach that leaves room for a variety of subtlety.

overall: 51”w 28”d 17”h.    finish: clear Tempered glass, black powder coated steel. 

diamond
end table    sef11531

a future classic and object of desire. elements of style and modern tradition combined with the highest 

quality and craftsmanship to create furniture that is truly unique. elegant details with a modern flair. 

despite its simplicity, allows for a personal approach that leaves room for a variety of subtlety.

overall: 22”w 22”d 22”h.    finish: clear Tempered glass, black powder coated steel. 

51 28

17

22 22

22

overall: 39”w 39”d 17”h.  finish: gray Tempered glass, black powder coated steel.

tango
gray glass top coffee table    sef1210 
scq1507

simple shapes and a minimalist metal frame make this piece ideal for a modern interior. 

aesthetically pleasing, this table draws its beauty from its simple forms and geometric 

lines producing an uncomplicated, harmonious architecture.

17

39

39
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tokko
rectangular coffee table 
scq1507

tokko
square coffee table 
scq1502

simple shapes and a minimalist metal frame make this piece ideal for a modern interior. 

aesthetically pleasing, this table draws its beauty from its simple forms and geometric 

lines producing an uncomplicated, harmonious architecture.

simple shapes and a minimalist metal frame make this piece ideal for a modern interior. 

aesthetically pleasing, this table draws its beauty from its simple forms and geometric 

lines producing an uncomplicated, harmonious architecture.

overall: 32”w 17”d 18”h.  finish: white marble, black powder coated steel.

overall: 32”w 32”d 17”h.  finish: white marble, black powder coated steel.

tokko
end table    scq1501

simple shapes and a minimalist metal frame make this piece ideal for a modern interior. aesthetically 

pleasing, this table draws its beauty from its simple forms and geometric lines producing an 

uncomplicated, harmonious architecture.

overall: 16”w 16”d 18”h. finish: white marble, black powder coated steel.

32 32

17

32

18

17

16 16

18
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damon
ceraMic top coffee table    scb201

a future classic and object of desire. elements of style and modern tradition combined with the highest 

quality and craftsmanship to create furniture that is truly unique. elegant details with a modern flair. 

despite its simplicity, allows for a personal approach that leaves room for a variety of subtlety.

overall: 26”w 26”d 15”h.    finish: black cemaric, black powder coated steel. 

zeke
ceraMic top pedestal
end table    scb300

a future classic and object of desire. elements of style and modern tradition combined with the highest 

quality and craftsmanship to create furniture that is truly unique. elegant details with a modern flair. 

despite its simplicity, allows for a personal approach that leaves room for a variety of subtlety.

overall: 20”w 20”d 20”h.    finish: black ceramic Top, black powder coated steel. 

zeke
ceraMic top pedestal
coffee table    scb200

a future classic and object of desire. elements of style and modern tradition combined with the highest 

quality and craftsmanship to create furniture that is truly unique. elegant details with a modern flair. 

despite its simplicity, allows for a personal approach that leaves room for a variety of subtlety.

overall: 27”w 27”d 16”h.    finish: white ceramic Top, black powder coated steel. 
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bergen
 sMoked oak top coffee table    sef2531

The smoked oak finished top is gracefully supported by a slender yet sturdy 

powder coated gunmetal gray finished base, infused with clean lines and sleek 

curves, a look that reflects this piece posh style.

overall: 32”w 32”d 17”h.  finish: smoked oak, gunmetal gray - powder coated steel.

bergen
 sMoked oak top end table    sef2532

aesthetically pleasing, this coffee table draws its beauty from the simple forms and geometric 

lines producing an uncomplicated, harmonious architecture. The smoked oak finished top 

is gracefully supported by a slender yet sturdy powder coated gunmetal gray finished base, 

infused with clean lines and sleek curves, a look that reflects this piece posh style.

overall: 20”w 20”d 20”h.  finish: smoked oak, gunmetal gray - powder coated steel.

32
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burlee
walnut top end table    spD2080

The thick solid wood table top echoes the deep earth tones found throughout the southwest and 

gives this piece a distinct look. The smooth, clean lines are meant to evoke the peaceful, windswept 

calm of a desert at dusk, while the gunmetal finish adds an extra touch of authenticity and style.

overall: 24”w 24”d 20”h.  finish: walnut, gunmetal - powder coated steel.
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jackie
walnut top round coffee table    spD2090

ensol
console table    sef267

The thick solid wood table top echoes the deep earth tones found throughout the southwest and 

gives this piece a distinct look. The smooth, clean lines are meant to evoke the peaceful, windswept 

calm of a desert at dusk, while the brass finish adds an extra touch of authenticity and style.

designed specifically for modern and contemporary homes. it will 

also blend well in an industrial setting. This piece of decor is sleek in 

design and sure to impress your guests. beautifully proportioned and 

delicate in scale.

overall: 32”w 32”d 16”h.  finish: walnut, brass anodized brushed steel.

overall: 40”w 10”d 30”h.  finish: smoked oak, gunmetal gray - powder coated steel.

ensol
accent table    sef264

designed specifically for modern and contemporary homes. it will also blend well in an industrial 

setting. This piece of decor is sleek in design and sure to impress your guests. beautifully 

proportioned and delicate in scale. low, slim, and chic, while the gunmetal finished frame provide a 

casual flair.

overall: 18”w 10”d 20”h.  finish: smoked oak, gunmetal gray - powder coated steel.
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lando
round coffee table    so1450

lando
round end table    so1451

The round wood and brass stainless steel coffee table has been designed with elegance 

in mind: a 4” thick espresso veneered wood top nestled within a 5 mil brass titanized 

stainless steel frame. its asymmetrical shape, synthesis of personality and elegance, 

perfectly contrast with the thickness of the wood top. 

The round wood and brass stainless steel coffee table has been designed with elegance 

in mind: a 4” thick espresso veneered wood top nestled within a 5 mil brass titanized 

stainless steel frame. its asymmetrical shape, synthesis of personality and elegance, 

perfectly contrast with the thickness of the wood top. 

overall: 39”w 39”d 18”h.  finish: espresso, brass Titanized steel.

overall: 24”w 24”d 24”h.  finish: espresso, brass Titanized steel.

jackie
walnut top rectangular 
coffee table    spD2091

The landscapes of the desert southwest are marked by sweeping vistas, exquisite rock formations and a rich palate of colours 

– an inspiration for this striking coffee table. The thick solid wood table top echoes the deep earth tones found throughout the

southwest and gives this piece a distinct look. The smooth, clean lines are meant to evoke the peaceful, windswept calm of a

desert at dusk, while the brass finish adds an extra touch of authenticity and style.

overall: 47”w 26”d 16”h.  finish: walnut, brass anodized brushed steel.
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mitzi
cosMopolitan end table    sht523

delicately composed, this round coffee table has a champagne finished base that 

is elegantly lustrous. perfect in proportions, possessing modern simplicity, this end 

table is crafted from steel and tempered glass. The steel legs are dramatically tapered 

allowing the intersecting curves below to be the star of the show.

overall: 21”w 21”d 21”h.    finish: clear Tempered glass, champagne - powder coated steel. 

mitzi
cosMopolitan coffee table    sht518

delicately composed, this round coffee table has a champagne finished base that is 

elegantly lustrous. perfect in proportions, possessing modern simplicity, this coffee 

table is crafted from steel and tempered glass. The steel legs are dramatically tapered 

allowing the intersecting curves below to be the star of the show.

overall: 32”w 32”d 19”h.    finish: clear Tempered glass, champagne - powder coated steel. 
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32 32
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mitzi
cosMopolitan oval coffee table    sht524

perfect in proportions, possessing modern simplicity, this coffee table features a high 

quality steel frame and a clear tempered glass. The steel legs are dramatically tapered 

allowing the intersecting curves below to be the star of the show.

overall: 42”w 24”d 17”h.    finish: clear Tempered glass, champagne - powder coated steel. 
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gracie
cosMopolitan 
end table    sht546

lana
cosMopolitan 
end table    sht533

overall: 20”w 20”d 24”h. 
finish: clear Tempered glass, champagne - powder coated steel.

overall: 18”w 18”d 25”h.
finish: clear Tempered glass, champagne - powder coated steel.

lionel
cosMopolitan accent table    sht526

a blend of hollywood regency glamor meets moroccan inspired end table, this beautifully formed 

powder coated champagne side table complimented with a mirrored top is the perfect accent table. 

use as a side table or clustered together in a trio for a unique decorative look.

overall: 15”w 15”d 22”h. finish: mirror, champagne - powder coated steel.
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carole
glass top end tables

This contemporary marvel infuses a retro classic look with a touch 

of ultra contemporary pizzazz. it features a base made of stamped 

steel pattern and powder coated in argenta finish and is perfectly 

complemented by a clear or gray tempered glass top.

overall: 18”w 18”d 21”h. finish: argenta - powder coated steel.

18

21 18

sht512
gray Tempered glass

sht515
clear Tempered glass
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MODERN
DININg TABLES
producTion is enTrusTed To experT hands, 
paying close aTTenTion To every aspecT, wiTh 
passion and experience, who know all The 
secreTs of This crafT. innovaTion, TradiTion and 
experience make iT possible To always choose 
The besT maTerials and mosT suiTable finishes 
To guaranTee an enduring resulT. a Tangible 
inTerpreTaTion ThaT you’re in good company.
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sef2133rg ellis recTangular glass Top dining Table
overall: 63”l  37”w  30”h. finish: clear Tempered glass, brass Titanized stainless steel.

shown with abby side chair - Sef313116  |  19”W 22”d 34”h.
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sef2133rg ellis recTangular glass Top dining Table
overall: 63”l  37”w  30”h. finish: clear Tempered glass, brass Titanized stainless steel.

shown with bloomingdale side chair - Sky137778  |  21”W 25”d 39”h

a classic splayed leg design that pairs exceptionally well with leather or fabric 
metal chairs. sleek and modern, an instant eye catcher. This modern dining 
table has an opulent look that will turn any meal into an occasion. The table 
is pop-art brilliance in form. accented brass pucks affix the frame to the 
tempered plate glass top. This dining table celebrates strong influences in 
architectural themes. 

shown with kerry side chair - Sky13056  |  21”W 24”d 34”h

shown with boris tufted side chair - Skl80137  |  21”W 24”d 36”h.
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sef2133r ellis recTangular glass Top dining Table
overall: 63”l  37”w  30”h. finish: clear Tempered glass, chrome.

shown with abby side chair - Sef313180  |  19”W 22”d 34”h.
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sef2133r ellis recTangular glass Top dining Table
overall: 63”l  37”w  30”h. finish: clear Tempered glass, chrome.

shown with foster side chair - Sha500SS  |  19”W 23”d 34”h.

a classic splayed leg design that pairs exceptionally well with leather or fabric 
metal chairs. sleek and modern, an instant eye catcher. This modern dining 
table has an opulent look that will turn any meal into an occasion. The table 
is pop-art brilliance in form. accented chromed pucks affix the frame to the 
tempered plate glass top. This dining table celebrates strong influences in 
architectural themes. 

shown with monaco side chair - SHBZ101DG  |  17”W 25”d 38”h.

shown with abby side chair - Sef313174  |  19”W 22”d 34”h.
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sef2133g ellis round glass Top dining Table
overall: 51”l  51”w  30”h. finish: clear Tempered glass, brass Titanized stainless steel.

shown with abby side chair - Sef313134  |  19”W 22”d 34”h.
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sef2133g ellis round glass Top dining Table
overall: 51”l  51”w  30”h. finish: clear Tempered glass, brass Titanized stainless steel.

shown with sherrer side chair - Skl2101  |  21”W 24”d 37”h.

a classic splayed leg design that pairs exceptionally well with leather or fabric 
metal chairs. sleek and modern, an instant eye catcher. This modern dining 
table has an opulent look that will turn any meal into an occasion. The table 
is pop-art brilliance in form. accented brass pucks affix the frame to the 
tempered plate glass top. This dining table celebrates strong influences in 
architectural themes. 

30

51

24

51

shown with bloomingdale side chair - Sky137727  |  21”W 25”d 39”h

shown with kerry side chair - Sky13057  |   21”W 24”d 34”h.
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sef2133aa ellis round glass Top dining Table
overall: 51”l  51”w  30”h. finish: clear Tempered glass, chrome.

shown with allen side chair - Sef3181c  |  20”W 23”d 34”h.
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sef2133aa ellis round glass Top dining Table
overall: 51”l  51”w  30”h. finish: clear Tempered glass, chrome.

shown with foster side chair - Sha500SG  |  19”W 23”d 34”h

a classic splayed leg design that pairs exceptionally well with leather or fabric 
metal chairs. sleek and modern, an instant eye catcher. This modern dining 
table has an opulent look that will turn any meal into an occasion. The table 
is pop-art brilliance in form. accented chromed pucks affix the frame to the 
tempered plate glass top. This dining table celebrates strong influences in 
architectural themes. 

30

51

24
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shown with corry side chair - Sef317026  |  19”W 22”d 34”h.

shown with abby side chair - Sef313105  |  19”W 22”d 34”h.
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shown with neo side chair - Sef318374  |  18”W 24”d 33”h

sef2050c sharp recTangular  
ceramic glass Top exTension dining Table

overall: 63”l– 93”l  35”w  30”h. finish: painted ceramic Tempered glass, black powder coated steel, chrome accents.
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shown with bloomingdale side chair - Sky137727  |  21”W 25”d 39”h

sef2050c sharp recTangular 
ceramic glass Top exTension dining Table

overall: 63”l– 93”l  35”w  30”h. finish: painted ceramic Tempered glass, black powder coated steel, chrome accents.

shown with brixton side chair - Sky151615  |  20”W 25”d 40”h

shown with leoni swivel side chair - Sef321605  |  19”w 22”d 32”h.

The sharp stone gray ceramic glass top table looks as if it is 
made of concrete and rests on 4 steel legs. The ceramic-like 
utilitarian surface gives it an especially intriguing look. This dining 
table will become your trusted partner for dinner parties and 
work meetings alike. a busy life deserves a table as exclusive 
and useful as the sharp convertible table.

63 35
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Extends to 95
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shown with astor side chair - SEF322780  |  19”W 23”d 30”h. 

sef3051 sharp recT. glass Top exTension dining Table
overall: 63”l– 93”l  35”w  30”h. finish: Tempered smoked glass, black powder coated steel, chrome accents.
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shown with corry side chair - Sef317613  |  19”W 22”d 34”h. 

sef3051 sharp recT. glass Top exTension dining Table
overall: 63”l– 93”l  35”w  30”h. finish: Tempered smoked glass, black powder coated steel, chrome accents.

shown with kerry side chair - Sky13057  |   21”W 24”d 34”h.

shown with mitchum side chair - Sef320580  |  18”W 23”d 32”h. 

a classic splayed leg design that pairs exceptionally well with 
leather or metal leg chairs. The table is pop-art brilliance in 
form. chromed pucks affix the frame to the smoked, tempered 
plate glass top. This dining table celebrates strong influences 
in architectural themes. The angle of the legs and construction 
size of the metal speak to upholding the table by a powerful yet 
elegant polished matte black steel frame.
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shown with abby side chair - Sef313174  |  19”W 22”d 34”h.

sef2048 sharp recT. glass Top exTension dining Table
overall: 63”l– 93”l  35”w  30”h. finish: clear Tempered glass, polished stainless steel, chrome accents.
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shown with abby side chair - Sef313105  |  19”W 22”d 34”h.

sef2048 sharp recT. glass Top exTension dining Table
overall: 63”l– 93”l  35”w  30”h. finish: clear Tempered glass, polished stainless steel, chrome accents.

a classic splayed leg design that pairs exceptionally well with 
leather or metal leg chairs. The table is pop-art brilliance in 
form. chromed pucks affix the frame to the clear, tempered 
plate glass top. This dining table celebrates strong influences 
in architectural themes. The angle of the legs and construction 
size of the metal speak to upholding the table by a powerful yet 
elegant polished stainless steel frame.

shown with foster side chair - Sha500SB  |  19”W 23”d 34”h

shown with corry side chair - Sef317026  |  19”W 22”d 34”h.
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shown with ian side chair - Sha803b  |  18”W 23”d 38”h

Jlef2170 lella recTangular glass Top dining Table
overall: 79”l  39”w  30”h. finish: clear Tempered glass, polished stainless steel, chrome accents.
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shown with ellen arm chair - Sef314m80  |  21”W 26”D 33”h

Jlef2170 lella recTangular glass Top dining Table
overall: 79”l  39”w  30”h. finish: clear Tempered glass, polished stainless steel, chrome accents.

looking for a unique dining table that is lovely to look at and use on a 
day-to-day basis? This table will fill the bill perfectly. just 79” long, the table 
offers plenty of space for a party of eight or a romantic evening for just two. 
between meals, the dining table will capture the eye and the imagination 
as the base comes together in a striking geometric fashion that adds a bit 
of whimsy to the witty and smart design. nothing is overlooked here, from 
the gorgeous polished stainless steel finish to the exacting prevision of the 
joints in the base. 

shown with foster side chair - Sha500SW  |  19”W 23”d 34”h

shown with monaco side chair - Shbz101b  |  18”W 25”d 38”h
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Jlef2175 lella round glass Top dining Table
overall: 51”l  51”w  30”h. finish: clear Tempered glass, polished stainless steel, chrome accents.

shown with corry side chair - Sef317026  |  19”W 22”d 34”h.
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Jlef2175 lella round glass Top dining Table
overall: 51”l  51”w  30”h. finish: clear Tempered glass, polished stainless steel, chrome accents.

shown with max side chair - Sef314126  |  17”W 23”d 34”h.

shown with allen side chair - Sef3181c  |  20”W 23”d 34”h.

shown with abby side chair - Sef313132 |   19”W 22”d 34”h.

simple yet complicated, refined yet modern, this round glass top dining table 
is more than a table - it’s a work of art. accomplishing a variety of feelings and 
styles at once, this table is both minimalist chic with open energy and complex 
metal work with creative balance. elements of style and modern tradition 
combined with the highest quality and craftsmanship to create furniture that 
is truly unique. elegant details with a modern flair. despite its simplicity, allows 
for a personal approach that leaves room for a variety of subtlety.
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shown with AliA side chAir - Sha1416  |  18”W 24”d 37”h. 

shd6701p marilynn recT. glass Top dining Table
overall: 84”l  36”w  30”h. finish: clear Tempered glass, polished stainless steel, chrome accents.
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The marilynn dining table meticulous attention to detail and quality 
ensures you experience the modern lifestyle in comfort and elegance. a 
contemporary yet timeless design, the table offers simple versatility to suit 
any dining occasion. 

shown with Abby side chAir - SEF313174  |  19”W 22”d 34”h. 

shown with monaco side chair - SHBZ101DG  |  17”W 25”d 38”h.

shown with jaynice side chair - Sha50116  |  19”W 24”d 35”h. 

shd6701p marilynn recT. glass Top dining Table
overall: 84”l  36”w  30”h. finish: clear Tempered glass, polished stainless steel, chrome accents.
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shown with Abby side chAir - SEF313132  |  19”W 22”d 34”h. 

sht601 lulie recTangular glass Top dining Table
overall: 71”l  39”w  30”h. finish: clear Tempered glass, black powder coated steel, polished stainless steel.
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perfect for your evolving dining needs, offering a striking blend of clean angles 
and sturdy materials. The eye-catching black steel base draws the eyes upward 
to polished stainless steel bars that hoist a floating 15 mm clear tempered glass 
top. The large rectangular, clear tempered glass tabletop, gives this dining table 
an air of elegance, while ensuring that you experience the modern lifestyle in 
comfort and colour. contemporary and timeless in design, this modern dining 
table offers simple versatility to suit all of your dining occasions.

shown with neo side chair - SEF318374  |  18”W 24”d 37”h. 

shown with jaynice side chair - Sha50117  |  19”W 24”d 35”h. 

shown with alia stacking side chair - Sha1416  |  18”W 24”d 37”h. 

sht601 lulie recTangular glass Top dining Table
overall: 71”l  39”w  30”h. finish: clear Tempered glass, black powder coated steel, polished stainless steel.
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shown with ludwig lounge chair - Sha2782  |  22”w 24”d 33”h. 

sef2203 diamond recTangular glass Top dining Table
overall: 79”l  39”w  30”h. finish: clear Tempered glass, black powder coated steel, chrome accent.
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a future classic and object of desire. elements of style and modern 
tradition combined with the highest quality and craftsmanship to create 
furniture that is truly unique. elegant details with a modern flair. despite 
its simplicity, allows for a personal approach that leaves room for a 
variety of subtlety. This dining table celebrates strong influences in 
architectural themes. 

shown with hersey wing chair - Sky135253  |  22”w 26”D 45”h; brtitannia wing chair - Sky130953  |  21”w 26”D 40”h

shown with corry side chair - Sef317613  |  19”W 22”d 34”h. 

shown with mitchum side chair - Sef320580  |  18”W 23”d 32”h. 

79 39

30

sef2203 diamond recTangular glass Top dining Table
overall: 79”l  39”w  30”h. finish: clear Tempered glass, black powder coated steel, chrome accent.
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shown with astor side chair - SEF322780  |  19”W 23”d 30”h. 

sht001 saTurn smoked oval glass Top dining Table
overall: 63”l  39”w  30”h. finish: smoked Tempered glass, anthracite - anodized aluminum, chrome accent.
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20sht001 saTurn smoked oval glass Top dining Table
overall: 63”l  39”w  30”h. finish: smoked Tempered glass, anthracite - anodized aluminum, chrome accent.

shown with kerry side chair - Sky13057  |   21”W 24”d 34”h.

shown with sherrer side chair - Skl2101  |  21”W 24”d 37”h.

shown with bloomingdale wing-back side chair - Sky137753  |  21”w 25”d 39”h 

The trumpet-styled base with smoky gray glass top, reinterprets the classic 
design of eero-styled dining table with its sleek, contemporary lines and 
timeless appeal. its brushed aluminum base is fused atop the glass top to 
keep the momentum at a high and your decor constantly energized. definitely 
a strong, gorgeous, mid century modern statement. evocative, luxurious 
and perfect when paired with light, airy dining chairs, looks amazing in a 
cosmopolitan space or modern bachelor pad.
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shown with leoni swivel side chair - Sef321605  |  19”w 22”d 32”h.

sef2210 Tango gray glass Top dining Table
overall: 47”l  47”w  30”h. finish: gray Tempered glass, black powder coated steel.
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sef2210 Tango gray glass Top dining Table
overall: 47”l  47”w  30”h. finish: gray Tempered glass, black powder coated steel.

shown with hudsen side chair - Sky326001 |   18”W 24”d 34”h.

shown with astor side chair - SEF322780  |  19”W 23”d 30”h. 

shown with max side chair - Sef314174  |  17”W 23”d 34”h.

whimsically twisting steel spokes climb up to the round gray glass top dining 
table. a future classic and an object of desire. its faintly fairytale quality 
tempered by a modern sensibility, and its elegant details with a modern flair. 
despite its simple complexity, this coffee table allows for a personal approach 
that leaves room for a variety of subtlety.30

47

47
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shown with linus stacking side chair - Sha3817  |  19”W 23”d 35”h.

sht516 carole round glass Top dining Table
overall: 53”l  53”w  30”h. finish: clear Tempered glass, champagne - powder coated steel, chrome accents.
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sht516 carole round glass Top dining Table
overall: 53”l  53”w  30”h. finish: clear Tempered glass, champagne - powder coated steel, chrome accents.

shown with bloomingdale side chair - Sky137727  |  21”W 25”d 39”h

shown with boris side chair - Skl80637  |  21”W 24”d 36”h. 

shown with sherrer side chair - Skl2101  |  21”W 24”d 37”h.

simple yet complicated, refined yet modern, this round glass top dining table 
is more than a table - it’s a work of art. accomplishing a variety of feelings and 
styles at once, this table is both minimalist chic with open energy and complex 
metal work with creative balance. elements of style and modern tradition 
combined with the highest quality and craftsmanship to create furniture that 
is truly unique. elegant details with a modern flair. despite its simplicity, allows 
for a personal approach that leaves room for a variety of subtlety.

53

53

15

30
15 53
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shown with posh arm chair - Sef113132  |  23”W 23”D 33”h. 

sef1401 sTirling recTangular glass Top dining Table
overall: 39”l  32”w  30”h. finish: clear Tempered glass, brushed stainless steel, chrome accents.
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sef1401 sTirling recTangular glass Top dining Table
overall: 39”l  32”w  30”h. finish: clear Tempered glass, brushed stainless steel, chrome accents.

This modern dining table is simple and stylish with its contemporary 
rectangular design. Tempered clear glass on its table top keeps things clean 
and airy, while the brushed stainless steel base and column adds dimension 
and depth. The stirling rectangular glass top dining table is a lovely addition 
to any home. contemporary and timeless in design, this condo dining table 
offers simple versatility to suit all of your dining occasions.

39 3932

32

27 15

1518 30

shown with foster side chair - Sha500SG  |  19”W 23”d 34”h.

shown with ellen arm chair - SEF314m26  |  21”W 26”D 33”h.

shown with max side chair - SEF314174  |  17”W 23”d 34”h.
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shown with corry side chair - Sef317613 |  19”W 22”d 34”h

sef2048w abacci recT. glass Top exTension dining Table
overall: 63”l– 93”l  36”w  30”h. finish: clear Tempered glass, walnut, black powder coated steel, chrome accents.
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shown with corvin side chair - Sef323335  |  20”W 23”d 34”h

The abacci rectangular dining table is destined to create a lasting 
impression. it features twin 15 inch table extensions, walnut sawhorse 
style legs, black extension mechanism and a crystal clear tempered glass 
table top. This stylistically dazzling piece enhances any dining space with 
its rich color and high quality materials. The timeless design allows for a 
wide range of dining chair styles.

shown with hudsen side chair - Sky326225  |  18”W 24”d 34”h

shown with canalli slat-back side chair - Sgb875  |  19”W 23”d 34”h

sef2048w abacci recT. glass Top exTension dining Table
overall: 63”l– 93”l  36”w  30”h. finish: clear Tempered glass, walnut, black powder coated steel, chrome accents.

43 21

63 36

3027

Extends to 93

20
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shown with posh arm chair - Sef113132  |  23”W 23”D 33”h. 

sef30481 rocco recT. glass Top exTension dining Table
overall: 63”l– 93”l  36”w  30”h. finish: clear Tempered glass, walnut, polished stainless steel, chrome accents.
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shown with corvin side chair - Sef323335  |  20”W 23”d 34”h

with its innovative take on the traditional extension dining table, this 
beauty is right out of the future. inspired by modular references but built 
with today’s sensibilities, it features four angled legs crafted from high 
quality wood veneers, a thick glass top with extension leaves that align 
with the glass top in two easy steps. it’s nearly indestructible, and is 
ideal for both fashion forward dinner parties and family meals. create a 
statement in your home with this artistic table.

shown with raz tub chair - Sky12686W  |  24”W 24”D 32”h

shown with corry side chair - Sef317180  |  19”W 22”d 34”h

sef30481 rocco recT. glass Top exTension dining Table
overall: 63”l– 93”l  36”w  30”h. finish: clear Tempered glass, walnut, polished stainless steel, chrome accents.

63

19
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shown with corvin side chair - Sef323335  |  20”W 23”d 34”h

sef2163w jenna recTangular glass Top dining Table
overall: 71”l  39”w  30”h. finish: clear Tempered glass, walnut, chrome accents.
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shown with Phoenix side chair - Sky138242  |  23W 28”d 34”h

upgrade the look with this brilliantly designed architectural table, marked 
by subtle textural contrast and linear proportional planes. The richly 
grained walnut veneered legs distributes the warmth of the wood on a 
cohesive way... and rises from floor to clear tempered glass tabletop.  The 
unique curved boat shaped glass top adds intrigue to a contemporary 
space, resulting in a memorable silhouette that serves as a vibrant accent 
to any dining room.

shown with lucas side chair - Sky122127  |  22”W 25”d 36”h

shown with eastwick side chair - Sky12986W  |  18”w 24”d 33”h

sef2163w jenna recTangular glass Top dining Table
overall: 71”l  39”w  30”h. finish: clear Tempered glass, walnut, chrome accents.

63

71

30 30

39

27
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MODERN+
CONTEMPORARy
DININg ChAIRS
viTaliTy, energy, safeTy, peace, QuieT, comforT and 
harmony are closely kniT wiTh elegance. iT is The 
perfecT way To express our way of life and convey 
our mood immediaTely. 

korson and elegance: a relationship that is constantly enriched 
with new interpretations. The vibration of elegance: the conscious 
energy, that reaches the deepest chords or our inner selves. 
elegance becomes one of the most significant ways to interpret 
design: indeed, the home is inspired by objects that take on their 
own personality.
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abby
 side chairs

dine in elegant luxurious style and comfort with this sleek, sophisticated side chair. sumptuous , floating seat 

that rests between a lustrous, sled-inspired electroplated steel base for an aesthetic look, while ensuring 

strength and stability. a perfect complement to any modern design and colour scheme.

overall: 19”w 22”d 34”h. seat: 16”d 19”h. 

sef313174
cover: synthetic leather. 
colour: black. finish: chrome. 

sef313126
cover: synthetic leather. 
colour: white. finish: chrome. 

sef313180
cover: synthetic leather. 
colour: dove gray. finish: chrome. 

19 22

16

34
1919

19 22

16

34
1919

abby
side chair    sef313105

The abby side chair features a refined combination of finish and colour. The quality and richness of its 

component materials, both for the body and the base, make it particularly elegant and sophisticated. 

ideal for the home, in dining rooms, but it also fits nicely into offices as a representative chair in the 

meeting room or in waiting areas.

overall: 19”w 22”d 34”h. seat: 16”d 19”h.   cover: weave. colour: rock. finish: chrome.
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sef313132
cover: velour. 

colour: dove gray.  
finish: chrome. 

sef313126
cover: synthetic leather.
colour: white. finish: chrome.

sef313116
cover: weave colour: vellum.  

finish: brass Titanized stainless steel. 

sef313134
cover: velour. colour: forest.  
finish: brass Titanized stainless steel. 

19 22

16

34
1919

Posh
arM chair    sef113132

The posh arm chair features a refined combination of finish and colour. The quality and richness of its 

component materials, both for the body and the base, make it particularly elegant and sophisticated. 

ideal for the home, in dining rooms, but it also fits nicely into offices as a representative chair in the 

meeting room or in waiting areas. perfect compliment to the abby side chair sef313132.

overall: 23”w 23”d 33”h. seat: 19”d 19”h.   cover: velour. colour: dove gray. finish: chrome.

full circumference welds: contract Qualityhigh density foam seat
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corry
 side chairs

sleek design meets impressive comfort. This modern chair easily fits your modern decor and features 

a great modern design that won’t go unnoticed. enjoy the next meal in both comfort and style with 

the effortlessly impressive corry side chairs. 

overall: 19”w 22”d 34”h. seat: 16”d 19”h.

sef317026
cover: synthetic leather.  
colour: white. finish: chrome. sef317613

cover: synthetic leather. 
colour: vintage black. 
finish: black powder coated steel. 

sef317180
cover: synthetic leather. 
colour: dove gray. 
finish: chrome.

19 22

16

34
1919

ellen
arM chair    sef314m26

modernism that is so clean, elegant, warm and inviting, and classically proportioned. The progression 

of seat-to-backrest is answered by the sturdy curved armrests whose metal contours angle down to 

cantilevered legs, adding luster and ensures stability.

overall: 21”w 26”d 33”h. seat: 18”d 19”h. arm: 26”h.   cover: synthetic leather. colour: white. finish: chrome.
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sef413126
cover: synthetic leather 

colour: white. finish: chrome. 

sef413180
cover: synthetic leather 

colour: dove gray. 
finish: chrome. 

21 26

18

33
1926

ellen
arM chair    sef314m80

modernism that is so clean, elegant, warm and inviting, and classically proportioned. The progression of seat-

to-backrest is answered by the sturdy curved armrests whose metal contours angle down to cantilevered legs, 

adding luster and ensures stability.

overall: 21”w 26”d 33”h. seat: 18”d 19”h. arm: 26”h.   cover: synthetic leather. colour: dove gray. finish: chrome.

full circumference welds: contract Qualityhigh density foam seat

sef317613
cover: synthetic leather.
colour: vintage black.
finish: black powder coated steel.

garbo
 side chairs

dine in elegant style and sumptuous comfort with this sleek, sophisticated side chair. 

The luxurious, floating seat rests between a lustrous, sled-inspired base for an aesthetic 

look. a complement to any modern design and colour scheme.

overall: 19”w 22”d 34”h. seat: 16”d 19”h.
19 22

16

34
1919
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max
 side chairs

sleek design meets impressive comfort. This modern chair easily fits your decor and features a 

great stylish design that won’t go unnoticed. enjoy the next meal in both comfort and style with the 

effortlessly impressive max side chair.

overall: 17”w 23”d 34”h. seat: 17”d 18”h.

sef314174
cover: synthetic leather. 
colour: black. finish: chrome. 

sef314126
cover: synthetic leather. 

colour: white. finish: chrome. 

sef314180
cover: synthetic leather. 
colour: dove gray. finish: chrome. 

linus
stacking side chair    sha3817

The linus stackable side chair features a refined combination of finish and colour. The quality and 

richness of its component materials, both for the body and the base, make it particularly elegant and 

sophisticated. ideal for the home, in dining rooms, but it also fits nicely into offices as a representative 

chair in the meeting room or in waiting areas.

overall: 19”w 23”d 35”h. seat: 17”d 19”h.  cover: weave. colour: rock. finish: chrome.

full circumference welds: contract Qualityhigh density foam seat

17 23

17

34
1818

19 23

17

35

1919
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shbZ101Dg
cover: synthetic leather. 

colour: dove gray. finish: chrome. 

sef314126
cover: synthetic leather.

colour: white. finish: chrome.

shbZ101W
cover: synthetic leather. 

colour: white. finish: chrome. 

shbZ101b
cover: synthetic leather. 

colour: black. finish: chrome. 

alia
stacking side chair    sha1416

This stackable chromed chair is both elegant and comfortable. The thin legs render this a light and 

practical modern chair. The design is simple, clean and essential, characterized by careful details and 

tailoring. a functional and contemporary chair, easy to add to any context. enjoy the next meal in both 

comfort and style with the effortlessly impressive alia stacking side chair.

overall: 18”w 24”d 37”h. seat: 17”d 19”h.   cover: weave. colour: vellum. finish: polished stainless steel.

monaco
 side chairs

delightfully enjoyable and relaxing, contemporary dinner parties are only a seat away. crafted 

from a sturdy steel frame, its seat and backrest is upholstered in 3 faux leather options. its 

elegantly shaped back has an air of royalty and will last for years to come.

overall: 17”w 25”d 38”h. seat: 17”d 18”h. 17 25

17

38
1818

18 24

17

37

1919
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foster
 side chairs

The essence of timeless comfort, suitable for indulgent lingering at the dining table... a classic 

korson® icon. subdued tones meet design elegance in a harmonious balance of chic 

sophistication. its seamless seat and back adds refinement to the product while its low padded 

shape guarantees every comfort. featuring an incredibly strong chromed sled base: with no 

visible connections between seat and frame. 

overall: 19”w 23”d 34”h. seat: 17”d 18”h. 

sha500sb
cover: synthetic leather. 
colour: black. finish: chrome. 

sha500sW
cover: synthetic leather. 
colour: white. finish: chrome. 

sha500sg
cover: synthetic leather. 
colour: dove gray. finish: chrome. 

foster
side chair    sha500ss

simple yet elegant and unmistakably comfortable, this chair will enrich any modern dining room with its 

exquisite, contemporary style and luxurious design. featuring a sturdy metal frame, padded seat and 

back – soft, luxurious faux leather upholstery for exceeding comfort and support. 

overall: 19”w 23”d 34”h. seat: 17”d 18”h.   cover: vision. colour: silverfox. finish: chrome.

19 23

17

34
18 18

19 23

17

34
18 18
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jaynice
 side chairs

The essence of timeless comfort, suitable for indulgent lingering at the dining 

table... a classic korson® icon. subdued tones meet design elegance in a 

harmonious balance of chic sophistication. its seamless seat and back adds 

refinement to the product while its low padded shape guarantees every comfort.

overall: 19”w 24”d 35”h. seat: 16”d 19”h. 

sha50117
cover: weave. colour: rock.  

finish: chrome
sha500sW
cover: synthetic leather.
colour: white. finish: chrome.

sha50116
cover: weave. colour: vellum.  

finish: chrome. 

full circumference welds: contract Qualityhigh density foam seat

19 24

16

35
19 19

allen
side chair    sef3181c

The allen side chair features a refined combination of finish and colour. The quality and richness of its 

component materials, both for the body and the base, make it particularly elegant and sophisticated. 

ideal for the home, in dining rooms, but it also fits nicely into offices as a representative chair in the 

meeting room or in waiting areas.

overall: 20”w 23”d 34”h. seat: 18”d 19”h.   cover: keystone. colour: charcoal. finish: chrome.

20 23

18

34

19
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mitchum
side chair    sef320580

ludwig
swivel lounge chair    sha2782

leoni
swivel side chair    sef321605

a refined combination of finish and colour. The quality and richness of its component materials, both 

for the body and the base, make it particularly elegant and sophisticated. elegantly characterized by 

splayed, chisel-shaped legs with one piece seat and back. pure expression of form and function - 

realized in its fluid curves and lines. a complement to any modern design.

if you like modern design interiors, this swivel chair will surely appeal to you. solid steel construction 

complimented by a comfortable seat covered with faux leather upholstery. The quality and richness of its 

component materials, both for the body and the base, make it particularly elegant and sophisticated. 

dine in elegant style and sumptuous comfort with this sleek, sophisticated swivel side chair. 

luxurious, floating seat that’s rests atop a lustrous, quad-pod swivel base for an aesthetic look 

while ensuring strength and stability. a complement to any modern design and colour scheme.

overall: 22”w 24”d 33”h. seat: 16”d 19”h.   woolrich: weave. colour: rain. pu: synthetic leather charcoal. finish: black powder coated steel.

overall: 19”w 22”d 32”h. seat: 17”d 19”h.   cover: weave. colour: rock. finish: black powder coated steel.

19 22

17

32

1919

22 24

33
1919

16

overall: 18”w 23”d 32”h. seat: 17”d 19”h.   cover: synthetic leather. colour: dove gray. finish: black powder coated steel.

18 23

32

19 19

17
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neo
side chair    sef318374

one of the most intriguing things about this side chair is the disparity between its delicate, lightweight 

appearance and its actual strength, not to mention its remarkable durability. This statuesque chair’s thick 

padded pillow top seat, should not surprise you with its comfort. enjoy the next meal in both comfort and 

style with the effortlessly impressive neo side chair.

18 24

18

37

19 19

overall: 18”w 24”d 37”h. seat: 18”d 19”h.   cover: synthetic leather. colour: black. finish: black powder coated steel.

astor
side chair    sef322780

The asTor side chair features a refined combination of finish and colour. The quality and richness of 

its component materials, both for the body and the base, make it particularly elegant and sophisticated. 

ideal for the home, in dining rooms, but it also fits nicely into offices as a representative chair in the 

meeting room or in waiting areas.

overall: 19”w 23”d 30”h. seat: 18”d 19”h.   cover: synthetic leather. colour: dove gray. finish: black powder coated steel.

19 23

18

30
19

ian
side chair    sha803b

simple yet elegant and unmistakably comfortable, this chair will enrich any modern dining room with its 

exquisite, contemporary style and luxurious design. featuring a sturdy metal frame, padded seat and back – 

soft, luxurious faux leather upholstery for exceeding comfort and support. 

18”w 23”d 38”h. seat: 17”d 18”h.  cover: synthetic leather. colour: black. finish: chrome.

18 23

17
38

18 18
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bloomingdale
 wing-back side chairs  simple yet elegant and unmistakably comfortable, this chair will enrich any modern dining room 

with its exquisite, contemporary style and luxurious design. 

 overall: 21”w 25”d 39”h. seat: 18”d 20”h.

sky137778
cover: velour. colour: emerald. 
finish: espresso with brass Tips/nails. 

sky137753
cover: velour. colour: sapphire. 
finish: espresso with brass Tips/nails. 

sky326001
cover: synthetic leather.

colour: steel. finish: espresso.

sky137727
cover: velour. colour: pebble. 
finish: espresso with brass Tips/nails. 

kerry
side chairs

sculpted for comfort and styled contemporary, this upholstered 

accent chair puts everyone at ease. its simplistic look and feel 

is both luxurious and inviting as a dining chair, or simply as an 

accent chair. use in virtually any room of the home for a striking, 

modern look.

sky13057
cover: synthetic leather. colour: vintage 
gray. finish: espresso with brass Tips.

sky13056
cover: Tweed. colour: sandstone. 
finish: walnut with brass Tips.

1919

21 24

17

34

overall: 21”w 24”d 34”h. seat: 17”d 19”h. 

21 25

18
39

2020
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sky326001
cover: synthetic leather. 

colour: steel. finish: espresso.

sky326225
cover: synthetic leather. 

colour: pebble. finish: espresso.

sky326642
cover: woolrich. colour: pebble. 

finish: espresso 

eastwick
side chairs

The simplistic look and feel of this side chair is both luxurious and 

inviting as a dining chair, and arm chair, or an accent chair use in 

virtually any room of the modern home for a striking, modern look. 

sky12986W
cover: Tweed. colour: sandstone. 
finish: walnut.

sky12986e
cover: Tweed. colour: sandstone. 
finish: espresso.overall: 20”w 25”d 37”h. seat: 17”d 20”h.

20 25

2020

17

37

Double Corner Blocks: Glued & Screwed high density foam seats: contract Quality

hudsen
 side chairs

while this side chair boasts a sleek silhouette, it also says modern and 

sophisticated. The thick curved box back and wide, welcoming seat speak fluent 

comfort. its luxurious extra padded seat encourages lingering over dinner and 

becomes part of the everyday menu.

overall: 18”w 24”d 34”h. seat: 16”d 20”h. 

20 20

18 24

16
34
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rockhamPton
slat-back side chair    g3175

canalli
slat-back side chair    sgb875

The most trendy furniture today and in the realm of urban industrial chic. made of plantation grown 

acacia hardwood frame. This innovative chair is durable and aesthetically attractive for a broad 

range of interior environments and styles.

its low lines breathe glamour into the dining space. from front to back, in profile, every side is its 

“good side”. The comfortable upholstered seat curves down at the front. a sturdy wooden frame 

with slat-back ensures strength and stability. an optimum balance of lines, curves and elegance.

overall: 19”w 23”d 34”h. seat: 17”d 17”h.   cover: synthetic leather. colour: brown. finish: walnut.

19 23

17

34
1719

18 21

16

19

39

overall: 18”w 21”d 39”h. seat: 16”d 19”h.   mallberry. colour: stone. finish: acacia wood - weathered gray.

 Aboutkorson
upholstery
kORSON’S uPhOLSTERy COLLECTION OFFERS A STuNNINg, yET
PRACTICAL LINE OF FABRICS AND SyNThETIC LEAThERS TO SuIT 
MuLTIPLE APPLICATIONS, AND ARE AVAILABLE IN A hOST OF TExTuRES, 
PATTERNS AND COLOuRS ThAT wILL COMPLEMENT ThE wAy yOu LIVE. 
ThESE uPhOLSTERy COVERS LOOk AMAzINg, FEEL wONDERFuL AND 
EASILy STAND uP TO ThE ROugh-AND-TuMBLE OF REguLAR FAMILy LIFE. 
SuITABLE FOR CONTRACT AND RESIDENTIAL ENVIRONS.
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lucas
side chair    sky122127

corvin
side chair    sef323335

slim and tapered legs are crafted in sturdy, solid wood, with padded seat and back for comfort. its low-

back upholstery gently slopes and connected to its base for a stylish look, while its thick padded seat 

supports your body when enjoying those tall cocktails you know you love. 

This chair features a refined combination of geometry, finish and colour. The quality and richness of its 

component materials, both for the body and the base, make it particularly elegant and sophisticated.

overall: 22”w 25”d 36”h. seat: 17”d 19”h.   cover: velour. colour: pebble. finish: walnut.

overall: 20”w 23”d 34”h. seat: 18”d 19”h.   cover: keystone. colour: charcoal. finish: walnut.

Phoenix
side chair    sky138242

This is a crisply edited side chair with neoclassical roots. a lovely sloping back with gracefully curved 

rolled top - perfectly complimented by an impeccably tailored upholstery. The phoenix side chair thrives 

in traditional and more contemporary settings. it’s commodious yet not overstated. hardwood bench 

frame with tapered hardwood legs.

overall: 23”w 28”d 34”h. seat: 19”d 19”h.   cover: woolrich. colour: pebble. finish: walnut.

23 28
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34
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20 23
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britannia
 wing-back chairs

This tufted back wing chair is an elegant design that will instantly update any home 

interior. beautifully upholstered, the briTannia wing chair is guaranteed to be admired 

by friends and family. double corner blocks, wooded seat shell covered with ergonomic 

high-density foam for a softer impact. perfectly proportioned wood legs. high impact, 

rock solid design, contract quality. Tasteful, impeccably tailored fabric seat upholstery.

sky130953
cover: velour. colour: sapphire. 
finish: antique brass nail heads.
espresso.  

sky130978
cover: velour. colour: emerald. 
finish: antique brass nail heads.
espresso.  

sky135253
cover: velour. colour: sapphire.

finish: antique brass nail heads.
espresso.

boris
tufted side chairs

curvy, chic and ever fashion forward. double corner blocks, 

wooded seat shell covered with ergonomic high-density foam for 

a softer impact. perfectly proportioned wood legs. high impact, 

rock solid design, contract quality. Tasteful, impeccably tailored 

fabric seat upholstery.

skl80637
cover: synthetic leather. colour: ice. 
finish: espresso. chrome nail heads.

skl80137
cover: chenille. colour: gray. 
finish: sable. chrome nail heads.overall: 21”w 24”d 36”h. seat: 18”d 19”h.

overall: 21”w 26”d 40”h. 
seat: 18”d 19”h.

21 26

18
40
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21 24
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sky135253
cover: velour. colour: sapphire. 

finish: antique brass nail heads.
espresso.  

sky135278
cover: velour. colour: emerald. 

finish: antique brass nail heads.
espresso.  

Double Corner Blocks: Glued & Screwed high density foam seats: contract Quality

hersey
wing chairs

This wing chair is an elegant design that will instantly update any home interior.  

beautifully upholstered, the hersey wing chair is guaranteed to be admired by friends 

and family. double corner blocks, wooded seat shell covered with ergonomic high-

density foam for a softer impact. perfectly proportioned wood legs. high impact, rock 

solid design, contract quality. Tasteful, impeccably tailored fabric seat upholstery.

overall: 22”w 26”d 45”h.  
seat: 18”d 19”h.

22 26

18

45

2020

raz
 tub chairs

The simplistic look and feel of this tub chair is both luxurious and 

inviting as a dining chair, and arm chair, or an accent chair use in 

virtually any room of the modern home for a striking, modern look. 

sky12686W
cover: Tweed. colour: sandstone. 
finish: walnut.

sky12686e
cover: Tweed. colour: sandstone. 
finish: espresso.overall: 24”w 24”d 32”h. seat: 17”d 19”h. arm: 24”h

24 24

17

32
24

19
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sherrer
side chair    skl2101

nellie
side chair    stb1052

brixton
side chair    sky151615

our elegant, louis xvi chairs offer enduring style that never succumbs to fickle trends. made of solid 

hardwood; carved to absolute accuracy and sanded to perfection. The frame is assembled with a 

tongue and groove system and nailed in place by an experienced craftsman.

luxurious design meets modern style. kiln-dried solid wood frame will gives maximum durability for 

all of the entertaining that you are going to do with your new chairs. comfort and beauty merge in 

this fine dining room chair. 

slim and tapered legs are crafted in sturdy, solid wood, for comfort and stability. its upholstered 

back is gently angled and connected to its base for a stylish look, while its thick padded seat 

supports your body when enjoying those tall cocktails you know you love. 

overall: 21”w 24”d 37”h. seat: 18”d 20”h.   cover: synthetic leather. colour: ice. finish: antique pewter.

overall: 20”w 25”d 40”h. seat: 18”d 20”h.   cover: strands. colour: oat. finish: espresso.

overall: 18”w 26”d 40”h. seat: 17”d 20”h.   cover: move. colour: stone. finish: espresso.

20 25

40

2020

18

18 26

17
40

2020

21 24

18

37

2020
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MODERN+
CONTEMPORARy
COuNTER+BAR
STOOLS
producTion is enTrusTed To experT hands, paying 
close aTTenTion To every aspecT, wiTh passion and 
experience, who know all The secreTs of This crafT. 
innovaTion, TradiTion and experience make iT possible 
To always choose The besT maTerials and mosT suiTable 
finishes To guaranTee an enduring resulT. a Tangible 
inTerpreTaTion ThaT you’re in good company. 

as life gets faster and more complex, the need for quality time 
and space – the freedom to be you – grows too. at korson, we 
endeavour to open the door to timelessly beautiful interiors where 
your furniture sets the mood, just the way you want it to be – to be 
enjoyed in countless special moments to come. 
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abby
counter stools

glenda
counter stool    sct20811

This counter stool is elegant as it is comfortable. The lightweight brushed stainless steel frame supports 

a thick padded seat and cushion. fits easily in your modern decor and features a great modern design 

that won’t go unnoticed. enjoy the next meal in both comfort and style with the effortlessly impressive 

glenda counter stool.

19 22

39
17

24

16

dine in elegant luxurious style and comfort with this sleek, sophisticated counter and bar stools. sumptuous, 

floating seat that rests between a lustrous, sled-inspired brass titanized stainless steel base for an aesthetic 

look, while ensuring strength and stability. a perfect complement to any modern design and colour scheme.

overall: 19”w 22”d 39”h. seat: 16”d 24”h. 

sef313174c
cover: synthetic leather. 
colour: black. finish: chrome. sef313126c

cover: synthetic leather. 
colour: white. finish: chrome. 

sef313180c
cover: synthetic leather. 
colour: dove gray. finish: chrome. 

2016

37 16

14

26

overall: 16”w 20”d 37”h. seat: 14”d 26”h.    cover: synthetic leather. colour: white. finish: brushed stainless steel. 
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sef313126b
cover: synthetic leather. 

colour: white.  
finish: chrome. 

sef313174b
cover: synthetic leather. 

colour: black.  
finish: chrome. 

sef313180b
cover: synthetic leather. 

colour: dove gray.  
finish: chrome. 

hyatt
counter stool    sct20313

This counter stool is elegant as it is comfortable. The lightweight brushed stainless steel frame supports 

a thick padded seat and cushion. fits easily in your modern decor and features a great modern design 

that won’t go unnoticed. enjoy the next meal in both comfort and style with the effortlessly impressive 

hyatt counter stool.

full circumference welds: contract Qualityhigh density foam seat

abby
bar stools

19 22

29

4517

16

sef313126c
cover: synthetic leather.
colour: white. finish: chrome.

2117

3618

16

26

overall: 17”w 21”d 36”h. seat: 14”d 26”h.    cover: synthetic leather. colour: Taupe. finish: brushed stainless steel. 
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max
counter stools

sleek design meets impressive comfort. This modern stool easily fits your modern decor and features 

a great modern design that won’t go unnoticed. enjoy the next meal in both comfort and style with 

the effortlessly impressive max counter stool.

overall: 17”w 22”d 33”h. seat: 17”d 26”h. 

sef314126c
cover: synthetic leather. 
colour: white. finish: chrome. sef314174c

cover: synthetic leather. 
colour: black. finish: chrome. 

sef314180c
cover: synthetic leather. 
colour: dove gray. finish: chrome. 

jina
counter stool    sct687

This counter stool is elegant as it is comfortable. The lightweight brushed stainless steel frame 

supports a thick padded seat and cushion. fits easily in your modern decor and features a great 

modern design that won’t go unnoticed. enjoy the next meal in both comfort and style with the 

effortlessly impressive jina counter stool.

overall: 17”w 20”d 35”h. seat: 17”d 26”h.  cover: Tweed. colour: heather. finish: brushed stainless steel.

full circumference welds: contract Qualityhigh density foam seat

2017

35

17

26

17 22

33
17

26

17
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sef314174b
cover: synthetic leather. 

colour: black. finish: chrome. 

sef314174c
cover: synthetic leather.
colour: black. finish: chrome.

sef314126b
cover: synthetic leather. 

colour: white. finish: chrome. 

sef314180b
cover: synthetic leather. 

colour: dove gray. finish: chrome. 

max
bar stools

sleek design meets impressive comfort. This modern stool easily fits your modern decor and 

features a great modern design that won’t go unnoticed. enjoy the next meal in both comfort 

and style with the effortlessly impressive max bar stool.

overall: 17”w 22”d 37”h. seat: 17”d 30”h. 17 22

37
17

30

17

barton
counter stools

elegant stools characterized by splayed, chisel shaped legs with 

one piece seat and back. pure expression of form and of function, 

with the futuristic design - realized in its fluid curves and lines.  

a complement to any modern design and colour scheme.

sct31910
cover: synthetic leather. colour: black. 
finish: black powder coated steel.

sct31907
cover: Tweed. colour: heather. 
finish: brushed stainless steel.overall: 18”w 21”d 38”h. seat: 14”d. 26”h.

2118

38 16

14

26
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julian
counter stool    sct22010c

This counter stool features a refined combination of finish and colour. The quality and richness 

of its component materials, both for the body and the base, make it particularly elegant and 

sophisticated. The disparity between its delicate, lightweight appearance and its actual strength 

and remarkable durability is most intriguing.

overall: 17”w 19”d 38”h. seat: 14”d 26”h.   cover: synthetic leather. colour: black. finish: black powder coated steel.

cetti
counter stool    sef322674

one of the most intriguing things about this counter stool is the disparity between its delicate, lightweight 

appearance and its actual strength, not to mention its remarkable durability. This bench frame counter 

stool with padded seat and back, should not surprise you with its comfort. enjoy the next meal in both 

comfort and style with the effortlessly impressive ceTTi counter stool.

overall: 17”w 19”d 30”h. seat: 14”d 26”h.    cover: synthetic leather. colour: black. finish: chrome. 

17 19

34 26
17

jem
counter stool    sct2067

This counter stool is elegant as it is comfortable. The lightweight brushed stainless steel frame 

supports a thick padded seat and cushion. fits easily in your modern decor and features a great 

modern design that won’t go unnoticed. enjoy the next meal in both comfort and style with the 

effortlessly impressive jem counter stool.

overall: 16”w 20”d 36”h. seat: 16”d. 26”h.   cover: Tweed. colour: heather. finish: brushed stainless steel.

2016

36 18

16

26

17 19

38
17

2626

14
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loy
backless counter stool    sct4310

The 50’s nostalgic retro look is back. bring a touch of elegance into your home with the clean design 

of the loy retro counter stool in black faux leather. durable, heavy duty commercial grade with 

full circumference welds. featuring a soft buttoned seat with a sleek minimal, sturdy steel frame in 

brushed stainless steel. This stool will easily have you dining in style. 

overall: 16”w 16”d 26”h. seat: 26”h.   cover: synthetic leather. colour: black. finish: brushed stainless steel.

17

13 13

16 16

26

gates
backless counter stool    sct1610

simple yet elegant and unmistakably comfortable, this chair will enrich any modern dining room with its 

exquisite, contemporary style and luxurious design. featuring a sturdy metal frame, padded seat – soft, 

luxurious faux leather upholstery for exceeding comfort and support. 

overall: 16”w 15”d 26”h. seat: 26”h.    cover: synthetic leather. colour: black. finish: brushed stainless steel.

17

1516

26

kiPP
swivel counter stool    sct047

This backless swivel counter stool has a contemporary line with its curves and its round base. its 

simplicity allows it to easily integrate into any home. The faux leather seat and brushed stainless steel 

base combined with curves and geometric lines give this counter stool great elegance. it’s sturdy foot 

rest helps to deliver a product with practical functionality, comfort and luxurious appeal.

overall: 15”w 15”d 26”h. seat: 15”d 26”h.    cover: synthetic leather. colour: black. finish: brushed stainless steel. 

17

15

26 15

 360˚
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eastwick
swivel counter stool    sky15186W

lauren
swivel counter stool    sky135915

This swivel counter stool features a refined combination of geometry, finish and colour. 

The quality and richness of its component materials, both for the body and the base, 

make it particularly elegant and sophisticated.

This swivel counter stool features a refined combination of geometry, finish and colour. 

The quality and richness of its component materials, both for the body and the base, 

make it particularly elegant and sophisticated.

overall: 18”w 20”d 39”h. seat: 16”d 25”h.   cover: Tweed. colour: sandstone. finish: walnut.

overall: 18”w 20”d 39”h. seat: 16”d 25”h.   cover: synthetic leather. colour: graystone. finish: walnut.

2517

18 20

16

39

2517

18 20

16

39
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FOOT STOOLS, 
BENChES
+OTTOMANS
a sTool or a bench is a greaT soluTion for 
small spaces or mud rooms ThaT need a place 
To siT. if you’ve spoTTed a place ThaT could 
benefiT from a bench, you’ve come To The righT 
place. made of fine, well crafTed TexTiles, 
rich warm finishes – These sTools and benches 
embody True undersTaTemenT, characTerized by 
an impressive aTmosphere.
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farlow
 urban classic bench    sct607b

juliette
cosMopolitan bench    srm0329

juliette
cosMopolitan foot stool    srm0429

The lightweight squared structure stainless steel frame supports a thick padded 

cushion and gives this bench a contemporary look that pairs well with both traditional 

and modern design styles. The thick foam padding on the seat provides guests with a 

comfortable seating option for times when you need to entertain them. 

The beauty of this juliette bench is in its transparency and reflective surfaces. This bench 

possesses the highest degree of optical clarity thanks to the finest quality acrylic. This acrylic 

will never yellow or become cloudy, ensuring the beauty and elegance will never fade. while 

its shape is simple, this bench offers a look of luxury to any space.

The beauty of this juliette foot stool is in its transparency and reflective surfaces. This bench 

possesses the highest degree of optical clarity thanks to the finest quality acrylic. This acrylic 

will never yellow or become cloudy, ensuring the beauty and elegance will never fade. while 

its shape is simple, this bench offers a look of luxury to any space.

overall: 39”w 16”d 18”h. seat: 16”d  18”h.    cover: Tweed. colour: heather. finish: brushed stainless steel. 

overall: 24”w 16”d 19”h. seat: 16”d  19”h.    cover: velour. colour: platinum. finish: clear acrylic.

1639

18

1624

19

1636

19

overall: 36”w 16”d 19”h. seat: 16”d  19”h.    cover: velour. colour: platinum. finish: clear acrylic. 
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lucie
Modern benches

The lucie bench with side table is as elegant and versatile as it is comfortable. The lightweight, 

black powder coated steel frame supports a thick padded seat. This modern bench easily fits your 

decor and features a great design that won’t go unnoticed.

overall: 47”w 19”d 18h. seat: 19”d  19”h.

lulie
 Modern bench    sha600

The lulie bench is as elegant as it is comfortable. The lightweight, brass plated brushed 

stainless steel frame supports a thick padded tufted synthetic leather cushion. This modern 

bench easily fits your decor and features a great design that won’t go unnoticed.

exe
 cross-base bench    sha700

The exe cross-base bench is as elegant as it is comfortable. The lightweight, brass 

plated brushed stainless steel frame supports a thick padded tufted synthetic leather 

cushion. This modern bench easily fits your decor and features a great design that 

won’t go unnoticed.

overall: 59”w 20”d 18h. seat: 18”d  18”h.   cover: synthetic leather. colour: black. finish: brass plated - brushed stainless steel.

overall: 59”w 16”d 18h. seat: 16”d  18”h.   cover: synthetic leather. colour: black. finish: brass plated - brushed stainless steel.

18
20

56
59

18

1659

18

1947

19 sef3087
cover: woolrich. colour: rock.

finish: black powder coated steel.
seat: 35”w  18”d  18”h. 

side Table: 12”w  12”d

sef3088
cover: synthetic leather. colour: black.

finish: black powder coated steel.
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norton
bench    stb78172

montana
square tufted ottoMan    so36162

The backless silhouette is perfectly proportioned for the foot of a bed, 

the entryway or an open seating arrangement. The comfortably padded 

hardwood frame is artisan crafted. expertly upholstered with legs that 

are slightly curved, giving this eye-catching piece a modern touch.

The lightweight squared structure stainless steel frame supports a padded tufted 

cushion and gives this bench a contemporary look that pairs well with both 

traditional and modern design styles. high density foam padding provides guests 

with a comfortable seating option for times when you need to entertain them. 

overall: 54”w 17”d 25”h. seat: 17”d 19”h. arm: 25”h.   cover: move. colour: stone. finish: espresso.

overall: 36”w 36”d 17h. seat: 36”d  17”h.   cover: synthetic leather. colour: vintage brown. finish: brass Titanized steel.

montana
rectangular tufted ottoMan    so36109

The lightweight squared structure stainless steel frame supports a padded tufted 

cushion and gives this bench a contemporary look that pairs well with both 

traditional and modern design styles. high density foam padding provides guests 

with a comfortable seating option for times when you need to entertain them. 

overall: 52”w 29”d 17h. seat: 29”d  17”h .   cover: synthetic leather. colour: black. finish:polished stainless steel.

52 29

17

36 36

17

54

45

17

19
12

25 17
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gigi
 druM stools

frames of hardwood and panel construction, and upholstery foams with luxurious velour fabric 

wraps, this collection of foot stools is simple, robust and beautifully crafted. The lightweight drum-like 

structure layered with high density foam and gives this foot stool a contemporary look that pairs well 

with both traditional and modern design styles. use as a foot-rest, a quick pull-up seating or as an 

impromptu side table.

overall: 17”w 17”d 18”h.

barry
storage bench    stb780720

The fun and functional barry storage bench is the perfect addition to any room in your transitional 

home. This unique shaped ottoman can fit into any corner or nook where you need to kick your feet 

up. with smooth and comfortable fabric upholstery, the barry storage bench acts as a footrest but 

can also provide additional seating. use the convenient storage compartment to stow away media 

controllers, books, and small toys.

stb751045
cover: velour. 
colour: sky.

stb751055
cover: velour. 
colour: midnight.

stb751042
cover: velour. 
colour: slate.

17

17

18

20

20 18 17

20

20
13

overall: 20”w 20”d 20”h. storage space: 13”w 13”d 17”h.   cover: move. colour: stone. finish: antique brass nail heads.
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elliston
storage bench    stb7532

gigi
 druM stools

Long Lasting upholstery – superb quality   •

Genuine hardwood frames for stability, durability and quality   •

Precision stitching and/or tufting for resilience and style   •

Unrivalled craftsmanship that endures in high traffic environs   •

The fun and functional elliston storage bench is the perfect addition to any room in your 

transitional home. This elongated box-shaped ottoman can fit into any corner or nook where you 

need to kick your feet up. with smooth and comfortable fabric upholstery, the elliston storage 

bench acts as a footrest but can also provide additional seating. use the convenient storage 

compartment to stow away media controllers, books, and small toys.

stb751055
cover: velour.
colour: midnight.

stb751031
cover: velour. 

colour: sangria.

stb751021
cover: velour. 
colour: olive.

stb751028
cover: velour. 
colour: lilac.

17

17

18

42

3910

18

1619

34

overall: 42”w 18”d 19”h. storage space: 39”w 16”d 10”h.   cover: move. colour: stone. finish: espresso.
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 why  choose Korson

the Korson difference

Korson Furniture is renowned for offering high quality 

and innovative furniture; passionate for providing 

unparalleled quality furnishings that enable individuals 

to express their personal style in fresh and exciting 

ways. Whether you’re looking for dining, living or 

entertaining furniture, your home will benefit from the 

exceptional collections Korson Furniture has to offer. 

Ninty-percent of our products meet the demands of the 

busy hotel, commercial office, or hospitality industry, 

providing customer-pleasing results that withstand 

wear, while delivering the utmost in beauty and comfort.

Product Knowledge: We share full product knowledge 

with our customers so they can make informed 

 comparisons between Korson Furniture furniture and 

the mass-grade reproductions flooding the market. 

 From the leathers, fabrics, veneers, and metals used, 

to the construction process and measured dimensions, 

there is a vast difference between a Korson designed 

product and knockoffs.

THE DIFFERENCE IS IN THE DETAILS: Look more closely at the 

careful construction of every Korson seating selection:

• Genuine hardwood frames for stability, durability, and quality

•  Double corner blocks for added strength and longer life

Contract quality size corner blocks/glued and screwed

• Precision stitching and tufting for resilience and style

•  Unrivalled craftsmanship that endures in high traffic environs

Our furniture is designed and constructed to rigorous quality 

standards. Every piece meets the demands of the busy hotel, 

commercial office, or hospitality industry, providing customer-

pleasing results that withstand wear while delivering the utmost 

in beauty and comfort.

NB. We want you to enjoy your Korson products; 

taking good care of them  will prolong their beauty and 

longevity. For a complete guide to caring for  your 

Korson Furniture product, please download our 

Furniture Care Guide  

at: http://korsonfurniture.com/media/catalog/

documents/ko_furniture_ care_guide_2.pdf

every effort is made to ensure print consistency, 

however some variations in  fabric colour and finish do 

occur. all measurements quoted are approximate.
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CANADA (Woodbridge Showroom)
7933 Huntington Rd., Woodbridge, ON  L4H 0S9  Canada
Permanent Showroom: Located on the upper level
Telephone: 905.850.1530     |     Fax: 905.850.1541 
sales@korsonfurniture.com     |     www.korsonfurniture.com

USA (High Point Showroom)
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sales@korsonfurniture.com     |     www.korsonfurniture.com
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